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Introduction  
 

Welcome to this month’s issue of the electronic newsletter of the Institute for 
Defence and Security Studies NSW, the aim of which is to provide members, 
stakeholders, and other interested parties up to date news of our latest 
activities and events as well as selective information on defence issues.   
 
There is no charge to receive this newsletter electronically and recipients are 
not required to be a member of the Institute.  Invite your colleagues to 
receive this newsletter by going to the newsletter page on the Institute’s 
website http://www.rusinsw.org.au/Newsletter  where they can register their 
email contact details. 
 

 
Latest News  
 
ANZAC Day 2017 
 
On Anzac Day, we remember not only the original Anzacs who died on 25 April 1915, but 
every one of our service men and women who have served and died in all wars, conflicts and 

peacekeeping operations.    Anzac 
Day is a time to reflect on the 
contribution made by all of our past 
and present service men and 
women who have displayed great 
courage, discipline and self-sacrifice 
in choosing a life of service to their 
country.  
 
Approximately 2350 ADF members 
are currently deployed on 
operations, continuing the Anzac 
spirit whilst serving Australia’s 
national interests at home and in 
many countries around the world. 
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Task Group Afghanistan personnel and coalition partners commemorated 
Anzac Day with a dawn service at camp Qargha on Operation Highroad.  
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Joint Press Conference – The Hon Malcolm Turnbull, Prime Minister of 
Australia, with the Honorable Michael R. Pence, Vice President of the United 
States of America 
 
The introductory comments of both the Prime Minister and the Vice President made at a 
joint press conference held at Kirribilli House on 22 April 17 follow while the full transcripts 
can be accessed here.   Extract form the transcript below: 
 
PRIME MINISTER:   Vice President, it has been a great honour to welcome you to Australia. 
This is the earliest visit to Australia of any Vice President in a new administration, and your 
commitment to our Alliance, your commitment to the region, the commitment of the Trump 
Administration to the security and the stability, the maintenance of the rule of law in our 
region, in the Indo-Pacific is one that we welcome, we are delighted that you’re here. 

 
We’ve had a very productive discussion this 
morning. We have the strongest and the closest 
ties between our two nations, at every level.  Vice 
President Pence’s visit is an opportunity for both 
our nations emphatically to reaffirm those ties, 
and our deep commitment to the Alliance.  The 
Alliance is as important today as it was more than 
60 years ago, indeed as it has been for the 99 
years that since Australian and American troops 
went into battle together.   It will be 100 years 
from the Battle of Hamel next year in 2018. And 
through all of that time, the people of the United 
States understand that they have no stronger, no 
more committed, no more loyal partner, ally, than 
Australia.  In every major conflict for 99 years we 
have stood side-by-side in freedom’s cause.    And 

this year is also the 75th anniversary of the Battle of the Coral Sea, when American and 
Australian naval forces turned back the Japanese invaders.   And then went on to turn them 
back again and again and keep Australia and our region free.”  
 
VICE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:   Prime Minister Turnbull, thank you 
so much for those gracious words, for the hospitality you’ve shown me and my family upon 
our arrival in Australia today.  I am honoured to be in Australia today, to offer greetings from 
the President of the United States, President Donald Trump. 
 
As I spoke to the President this morning. Mr Prime Minister, he wanted me to offer his best 
wishes to you and his congratulations on your strong leadership for the Commonwealth. Mr 
Prime Minister, with the strong encouragement of your administration, only two days ago, 
as you mentioned, it was my privilege to announce that President Trump will attend the 
APEC, the Leaders’ Summit, the East Asia Summit and the ASEAN Summit in Vietnam and the 
Philippines this November. 
 
I trust that my visit here today on my very first trip to the Asia Pacific as Vice President of the 
United States, and the President’s plans to travel to this region this fall are a strong sign of 
our enduring commitment to the historic Alliance between the people of the United States 
of America and the people of Australia. As I told Prime Minister Turnbull today, Australia is 

http://www.pm.gov.au/media/2017-04-22/joint-press-conference-honorable-michael-r-pence-vice-president-united-state
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and always will be one of America’s closest allies and truest friends. We are partners in 
security, we are partners in prosperity and together we are bound by our historic Alliance.   
Under President Trump I can assure you that the United States is committed to 
strengthening our bond for the benefit of all our people and for the benefit of the world. 
 
The relationship between our nations stretches back for generations, as the Prime Minister 
just said. From the Coral Sea to Kandahar, our friendship has been forged in the fires of 
sacrifice.  The sons and daughters of both of our lands have fought together in every major 
conflict for the past 100 years. From World Wars One and Two to Korea to Vietnam and 
most recently in the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan, our grandparents, our parents and 
now our children have served together, sacrificed together and have defended our freedom 
and all that we hold dear.  That represents the foundation of an unshakeable bond between 
America and Australia. 
 
 

Visits by Minister for Defence, Senator the Hon Marise Payne   
 
HMAS Arunta – On 29 April, the Minister for Defence 
visited HMAS ARUNTA in the Persian Gulf and met 
with Royal Australian Navy personnel aboard HMAS 
Arunta is on a nine month deployment to Operation 
MANITOU, Australia’s contribution to maritime 
security operations in the region, including counter 
terrorism, counter piracy and narcotics interdiction.   
During her visit, Minister Payne accompanied the 
ship on its overnight transit through the Strait of 
Hormuz. “Royal Australian Navy personnel continue 
to make a difference, enhancing security, fostering 
trade and commerce, and contributing significantly 
to the stability of the region,” Minister Payne said.   
Minister Payne also met with U.S. Vice Admiral Kevin 
Donegan, Commander of the Combined Maritime 
Forces, to discuss Australia’s ongoing commitment to 
the Middle East region’s maritime security.  During 
her visit to the region Minister Payne also met with 
members of Australia's Air Task Group. "The men and women of our Air Task Group make an 
important contribution to the international coalition's campaign to defeat Daesh in Iraq and 
Syria," Minister Payne said.  

 
Qatar – On 28 April,  the Minister for Defence met with Qatar Defence Minister Khalid bin 
Mohammad Al Attiyah in Doha.  The Minister discussed regional security and our shared 
commitment to defeating Daesh.   While in Qatar, the Minister also met with Australian 
personnel based at the Combined Air and Space Operations Centre (CAOC). The CAOC is the 
coalition’s headquarters for the air campaign across the Middle East region providing 
command and control for all coalition air operations over Iraq, Syria and Afghanistan.  The 
CAOC plans and monitors coalition operations as well as deconflicting aircraft and managing 
air-to-air refuelling.  "Australian personnel embedded in the CAOC ensure we are able to 
work seamlessly with our coalition partners in the fight against Daesh in Iraq and Syria," 
Minister Payne said. 
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Jordan – On 26 April Minister for Defence visited Jordan for discussions on regional security 
and to commemorate Anzac Day.  Minister Payne met with the King of Jordan, His Highness 
Abdullah II bin Al-Hussein, to discuss Australia and Jordan’s defence cooperation. During the 
meeting Minister Payne reaffirmed Australia’s commitment to the security and stability of 
the Middle East region, following the signing of a joint declaration on enhanced cooperation 
during King Abdullah’s visit to Australia in November 2016.  Minister Payne gave the address 
at the Dawn Service at the Amman Citadel and laid a wreath on behalf of Australia to mark 
the 102nd anniversary of Anzac Day. 
 
 

Australia and China Agree to Cooperate on Cyber Security 
 
The Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull announced on 24 April that Australia and China have 
agreed to enhanced cyber security cooperation following discussions between Prime 
Minister Malcolm Turnbull, Foreign Minister Julie Bishop and Meng Jianzhu, Secretary of the 
Chinese Communist Party’s Central Commission for Political and Legal Affairs in Sydney on 
21 April.  In the talks, Australia and China agreed that neither country would conduct or 
support cyber-enabled theft of intellectual property, trade secrets or confidential business 
information with the intent of obtaining competitive advantage.  This is consistent with a 
similar agreement between the US and China.  Both countries also agreed to act in 
accordance with the reports of the UN Group of Governmental Experts on cyber, including 
the norms of responsible state behaviour in cyberspace identified by those reports.  The two 
countries agreed to establish a mechanism to discuss cyber security and cyber crime issues 
with a view to preventing cyber incidents that could create problems between them. 
 
Meng Jianzhu was in Australia for the inaugural meeting of the High-Level Security Dialogue - 
agreed between the Prime Minister and Premier Li - that was held in Sydney on 21 April.  
 
 

Institute News  

Deceased Members   It is with a deep sense of sadness that the passing of the following 
members is recorded:  

Lt Gordon Peter Moon,  Mr William John Fyvie and  Mr John Mitchell. 

  

Upcoming Institute Lunchtime Lectures and Events  
 
Tuesday 30 May 2017   Dr John Coyne, Head of Border Security Program Australian 

Strategic Policy Institute   
Subject:  Australian Border Security in 2017 and Beyond 
 
The future of Australian Border security rests largely on intelligence 
about the intentions of people and goods smugglers, and multilateral 
ASEAN information exchange. 

 
Dr John Coyne, Head of the Border Security Program at the Australian 

Strategic Policy Institute (ASPI) has extensive experience in border Image: ASPI website 

https://www.aspi.org.au/research/find-an-expert/john-coyne
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security and transnational serious organised crime, national security, and counter-terrorism 
with the Australian Federal Police and ASPI. Over the last twenty years, John has been an 

intelligence professional at tactical, operational, and strategic levels across a range of 
military, regulatory, national security and law enforcement organisations. John has worked 
extensively in the ASEAN region, delivering a range of bilateral research projects. His more 
recent work in this area has focused on enhancing multilateral ASEAN information exchange 
regarding non-traditional illicit commodity flows. John's PhD examined strategic intelligence 
in law enforcement targeting transnational serious and organised crime. He has written and 
published on a range of border security and intelligence issues. 

https://www.aspi.org.au/research/find-an-expert/john-coyne 

 
This lecture is open to any interested person and will be held at Sydney Mechanics’ School of 
Arts, Level 1 280 Pitt Street, Sydney – start time: 1pm.   Attendance fees are: Members 

$10.00; Non-members $15.00. Pre-event registration is unnecessary. Tea/coffee is available 
before the lecture at no cost.   A sandwich lunch is also available from 12 noon (cost: $8.00), 
but it must be ordered through the office (9393 2325) by 2 pm on the day before the lecture. 
 
 
Tuesday 27 June  2017    Lt Col Peter Sweeney  
Subject: Battle of the Coral Sea.  This is open to any interested 
person and will be held at Sydney Mechanics’ School of Arts, Level 1 
280 Pitt Street, Sydney – start time: 1pm.    
 

 
Tuesday 25 July 2017   Professor Paul Dibb 
Subject: The threat to Australian security from China.  This is open to 
any interested person and will be held at Sydney Mechanics’ School of 
Arts, Level 1 280 Pitt Street, Sydney – start time: 1pm.    

 
 

Friday 19 August 2017   RUSIDSS NSW 129th Anniversary Luncheon / Dinner - 
to be advised 

Tuesday 29 August 2017   Speaker and subject to be advised. 
 
Tuesday 26 September  2017   4th International Dialogue – Parliament House Sydney – Start 
time 1pm.   Details to be advised. 
 
Tuesday 31 October 2017   Speaker and subject to be advised. 

 

Tuesday 28 November 2017     Sir Herman Black Lecture: The year in review – speaker 
to be advised. 

Wednesday 6 December 2017     Christmas Luncheon – details to be advised. 
 
Tuesday 11 December 2017   Speaker and subject to be advised. 

 Image: IS&DSC ANU Website 

 Image: John Hutcheson  

https://www.aspi.org.au/research/find-an-expert/john-coyne
http://sdsc.bellschool.anu.edu.au/experts-publications/experts/paul-dibb
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Recent Past Events of the Institute  

 

Monday 24 April 2017 Lecture presented 
by Air Vice-Marshal Turnbull, AM Air 
Commander Australia. Subject: 
Command and Control of Air power.  
Clockwise from top left:  Air Vice-Marshal 
Turnbull;   Past President Doug Roser 
thanking and presenting the Air Vice-
Marshal with Honorary membership and 
an Institute tie;  Past Secretary Bryn Evans 
presenting the Air Vice-Marshal with a 
copy of his latest book “Air Battle for 
Burma”; the Air Vice-Marshal with 
Immediate Past President David Leece 
discussing post lecture; a good audience 
turnout.  Immediate Past President David 
Leece with Mrs Turnbull.  
 
Images by Vice President John Hutcheson. 
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Upcoming Events by other Organisations  
 
12–13 May 2017 – 2 Day Conference at Gallipoli Barracks Brisbane – War in the Sand Pit - 
Perspectives and Lessons from Australia’s War in Afghanistan and Iraq 2001-2014  
 
In the wake of al-Qaeda’s attacks on the United States in September 2001 Australia 
embarked on a military-led campaign in Afghanistan and Iraq.  But few, if any, envisaged it 
would turn out to be Australia’s longest war. How did this happen? This conference, drawing 
on key participants and decision makers, explores how it came about that between 2001 and 
2014 over 50,000 members of the Australian Defence Force fought in the Middle East Area 
of Operations.  A select group of key participants and decision makers in the events of that 
period are gathering together to place into the public record different perspectives and 
responses to many questions for the benefit of history and scholarship. This nationally 
significant event is not to be missed.  
 
The conference includes a gathering of an impressive array of speakers involved first hand at 
the national, operational and tactical levels.   Speakers include Robert Hill, Ric Smith, Dan 
McDaniel, Mick Ryan, Chris Westwood, Anthony Rawlins, Peter Jones, Warren Jolly, Col 
Speedie, David Savage, Michael Crane, Mick Lehmann, Peter Daniel, Dan Marston, Garth 
Pratten, William Maley, Peter Leahy and John Blaxland.  Session chairs include Karen 
Middleton, Ben Roberts-Smith, John Cantwell, Jim Molan, Alan Ryan and Craig Stockings.  
 
This event is proudly sponsored by Military History and Heritage Victoria, the Strategic and 
Defence Studies Centre (in the Bell School, College of Asia and the Pacific at the Australian 
National University), and the Returned and Services League Queensland Branch.  
 
For more information and to register for the Conference go to mhhv.org.au 
 
Thursday 14 September 2017 - The Australian Peacekeeping Memorial on Anzac Parade, 
Canberra, will be dedicated by the Governor General, His Excellency General The Honourable 
Sir Peter Cosgrove AK MC (Ret’d), on Thursday, 14 September 2017, as the principle event 
during the commemoration of the 70thAnniversary of Peacekeeping in the period 12-17 
September 2017.  
 
July & September 2017 BHA 2017 Tours  
 

 Walking Australian Battlefields on the Western Front 
The itinerary for this tour of 10 days includes Waterloo, Fromelles, Menin Gate, Pozieres, 
Bullecourt, Passchendaele, Villers-Bretonneux, Le Hamel, Mont St Quentin, and Amiens 
The inclusions are: 
• economy class flights into Brussells and out of Paris 
• 3.5/4 ,twin share accommodation, 
• breakfast and lunch daily 
• transport each day and airport transfers 
• a local guide/driver 
The evening meal is specifically excluded to give the guests the opportunity to explore 
the culinary delights of the towns and villages in France and Belgium on their own.  The 
tour is scheduled for July 2017 and the cost, to be confirmed early next year, is estimated 
to be $A7,000. 
 

file:///C:/Users/Hiram01/Documents/THEO/RUSI/NEWSLETTER/mhhv.org.au
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 Walking Australian Battlefields of the Malaya/Singapore Campaign of 1942 
The itinerary for this tour of 7-8 days includes Slim River, Gemas, Gemencheh Bridge,  
Muar River, Bakri, Parit Sulong/Johor Baru, Singapore Island Defences, Surrender Site 
and Changi 
Inclusions/exclusions are similar to the tour above and the tour is scheduled for 
September 2017 and the cost, to be confirmed early next year, is estimated to be 
$A6,500. 

 
For further details:   
enquiries@battle-honours.com.au 0438 871 714    www.battle-honours.com.au  
 

 
General Defence News  
 
6th Rotation of United States Marines Arrive in Darwin 
 
The next rotation of United States (US) Marines arrived in Darwin during the week of 17 April 
to commence their sixth rotation through Northern Australia as part of continued US 
engagement in the Asia-Pacific region.  The 2017 Marine Rotational Force-Darwin (MRF-D 
17) is an extension of Australia’s existing defence relationship with the US that will enhance 
practical military cooperation and interoperability and contribute to regional security and 
engagement. 
 
This year’s rotation will be the most 
advanced contingent to date, 
involving 1,250 US Marines.   For the 
first time, it will include a detachment 
of four MV-22 Ospreys, in addition to 
five AH-1W Super Cobra helicopters, 
four UH-1Y Venom helicopters and a 
range of other equipment.  This year’s 
rotation will see improved complexity 
and sophistication of our combined 
training activities and exercises—
supporting real-life operations from 
counter-terrorism to humanitarian and 
disaster relief missions.    Training 
activities conducted by the Marines will include bilateral and multilateral training with the 
Australian Defence Force and some unilateral training at Defence facilities around Australia.   
During the six-month rotation, the Marines will conduct approximately ten  major exercises, 
and engage a range of regional countries, including China, Indonesia, Japan, and New 
Zealand. 
 
The MRF-D is part of the United States Force Posture Initiatives, which also includes the 
Enhanced Air Cooperation (EAC) initiative. The EAC commenced in February 2017 with 12 US 
Air Force F-22s conducting training activities from RAAF Base Tindal.   This was the first time 
that the fifth generation strike aircraft were deployed to Australia on this scale and for this 
duration. The EAC builds on the broad range of combined air exercises and training activities 
undertaken by Australia and the United States. 

Indigenous dancers perform a traditional welcome ceremony during the 
US Marines Rotational Force - Darwin Welcome to Country ceremony at 
Robertson Barracks on Friday 21st April 2017. 
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For further information on the MRF-D Rotations, please visit: 
 https://www.defence.gov.au/usfpi 
 

Australian Satellites Head for Space 
 
The Minister for Defence Industry the Hon Christopher Pyne MP announced on 19 April that 
Australian satellites were on the successful launch of a re-supply mission to the International 
Space Station (ISS).   Biarri Point is a satellite developed by the United States, which as part 
of its payload has GPS technology developed by the University of New South Wales (UNSW) 
Sydney in partnership with Defence Science and Technology (DST) Group.   
Biarri is being carried to the ISS on an Orbital ATK/Cygnus OA-7 cargo craft launched by an 
Atlas V rocket, which departed early Wednesday 19 April AEST) from Cape Canaveral. “On its 
arrival the crew of the ISS will load the Biarri satellite along with other small satellites into 
the launcher later to be deployed into their own orbits by early July.   “After the satellites 
launch from the ISS the Biarri satellite will be switched on and commence its mission of less 
than one year.” 
 
Minister Pyne said Biarri carries a GPS technology payload developed by UNSW (Sydney) and 
integrated into the satellite by DST will conduct a range of experiments involving Australian 
facilities such as Mount Stromlo Observatory in Canberra.   “The experiments are aimed at 
increasing our understanding of outer atmospheric effects on small satellites and improve 
our situation awareness of space,” Minister Pyne said.   “The 2016 Defence White Paper 
highlights the importance of space-based systems for information gathering, 
communications, navigation and surveillance for all ADF and coalition operations.” 
“Advances in small low cost space platforms provide a unique opportunity to support 
Australian Defence Force capabilities and to rejuvenate Australian space research,” he said. 

 

Defence Exercises  
 
Regional cooperation on display as Five Powers Exercise gets underway 
 
Exercise Bersama Shield 2017 commenced on 27 April in Malaysia and Singapore with 
Australian Defence Force personnel supporting South East Asia’s longest enduring 

multilateral defence relationship, the 
Five Power Defence Arrangements 
(FPDA).   The long-running Bersama 
exercise series aims to enhance the 
interoperability between the 
founding members of the FPDA - 
Australia, Malaysia, New Zealand, 
Singapore and the United Kingdom.  
Acting Chief of Joint Operations, 
Major General Stuart Smith said 
working alongside FPDA partners 
reinforces ties with regional partners 
in South East Asia and provides an 
invaluable opportunity for the 
Australian Defence Force to exercise 

A Symbolic representation of the Five Power Defence Arrangement 
(FPDA) for Exercise Bersama Shield 17 at Changi Naval Base, Singapore 
 

http://www.defence.gov.au/usfpi
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in the region. 
 
“Exercise Bersama Shield 17 is a visible example of the types of Defence relationships 
Australia maintains throughout the region,” Major General Smith said.   “This exercise is the 
centrepiece of a series of Five Power Defence Arrangements activities this year which aim to 
increase cooperation and interoperability between its members and makes a practical 
contribution to regional security resilience.”  “The addition of a Royal Australian Navy 
submarine this year demonstrates the value the ADF places on the exercise and will certainly 
test those maritime and air assets participating,” added Major General Smith. 
 
Approximately 300 Australian Defence Force personnel will participate in the exercise, which 
is being held in international waters and within the FPDA exercise area in Malaysia and 
Singapore, between April 27 and May 9 2017.  Major Australian Defence Force platforms 
assigned to Exercise Bersama Shield 17 include the Royal Australian Navy frigate HMAS 
Ballarat  and the Collins Class Submarine HMAS Farncomb, while the Royal Australian Air 
Force has contributed an AP-3C Orion maritime patrol aircraft and a KA350 King Air tactical 
mobility aircraft.  During Exercise Bersama Shield 17 the FPDA will conduct an Air/Land 
integration working group to further enhance the interoperability and cooperation of FPDA 
nations.  Established in 1971, the Five Power Defence Arrangements contributes both to the 
security of Singapore and Malaysia and to general stability in South East Asia. 

 
HMAS Ballarat exercises with People’s Republic of China Navy 
 
On 19 April the Royal Australian Navy’s HMAS Ballarat completed a range of maritime 
exercises with Chinese Navy vessel Huangshan following a successful visit to the People’s 
Republic of China.   The Passage Exercise (PASSEX), which was conducted after Ballarat 
departed the Zhanjiang port, included surface target firing, a search and rescue exercise, 
communication exercises and a formation activity with aerial photography.  The Chinese 
Navy and the Royal Australian Navy conduct regular exercises in an effort to enhance mutual 
understanding, facilitate transparency and build trust. 

 
Australia’s Chief of Joint Operations, Vice-
Admiral David Johnston, AM, said the 
frigate’s activities show the valued working 
relationship between the two navies.  “This 
exercise and other Australian Defence 
Force activities with China continue to 
enhance our mutual understanding and 
build trust between our two nations,” Vice-
Admiral Johnston said.  “We will continue 
to seek out further opportunities for 

maritime engagement with the PLA-N in 
supporting our shared objectives for 
regional stability.” 

 
Ballarat is currently on a South East Asian Deployment with further bilateral exercises 
planned with regional nations and the multilateral Exercise BERSAMA SHIELD, a Five Power 
Defence Arrangements activity between Australia, Singapore, Malaysia, New Zealand and 
the United Kingdom. 

Some of HMAS Ballarat's crew exercise on the flight deck, as HMAS 
Ballarat exercises with the Royal Canadian Navy ships HMCS 
Ottawa and Winnipeg during HMAS Ballarat's South East Asia 
Deployment 
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Defence Industry 
 

Historic milestone for Australia's shipbuilding program  
 

Australia's national shipbuilding program achieved a 
major milestone on 26 April of 'cutting steel' for the first 
replacement Pacific Patrol Boat (PPB) in Western 
Australia.   Minister for Defence Industry, the Hon 
Christopher Pyne MP, attended the historic ceremony at 
HD Plasma and Laser Cutting Services in Bibra Lake to 
celebrate the momentous moment.   "Today marks the 
start of the Turnbull Government's $89 billion 
shipbuilding program and WA has a vital role in this 
great national endeavour," Minister Pyne said.   “HD 
Plasma and Laser Cutting Services has been contracted 
by Austal for the supply, transport, storage and cutting 
of Australian manufactured steel plate."   "This is a 
fantastic example of what we are trying to achieve and 
highlights the benefits of building ships in Australia 
because the supply chain wins work and jobs are 

created."   "Austal says around 325 companies are in the PPB supply chain nationwide." 
 
The Minister said:  “Last month I opened the shipbuilding facility in Naval Base, south of 
Perth, which will be used by Austal to build 19 PPBs."   Once constructed and tested the 
vessels will be handed to the Australian Government and subsequently given to 12 Pacific 
Island countries as part of Australia’s new Pacific Maritime Security Program.  The first vessel 
is scheduled for delivery in late 2018.    “In an exciting development, Austal has advised it's 
currently working on an export opportunity in Asia for the PPB."   "This demonstrates the 
power of a continuous shipbuilding program to enable innovation and exports.”  Minister 
Pyne also visited Civmec in Henderson, which has started construction on a massive new $80 
million shipbuilding and maintenance facility. 
 
 

International  
 
Doing smart stuff with shortwave in the South Pacific  
 
In his article in the Australian Strategic Policy Institute’s (ASPI) “The Strategist” dated 27 
April 2017 Graeme Dobell, an ASPI journalist fellow discusses the decision of the ABC Board 
regarding broadcasts to the South Pacific.   The introduction of the article follows and the 
complete article can be accessed here.  
 
“Pick the anomaly in this list of what Australia does and desires in the South Pacific: 
 

1. Australia wants a leadership role in the South Pacific, a fundamental foreign policy 
interest explicitly stated in 1901 in the Australian Constitution.  

2. Australia’s 2016 Defence White Paper gives a defence and security guarantee that 
stretches from Timor-Leste through Papua New Guinea to all of the South Pacific. 

https://www.aspistrategist.org.au/smart-stuff-shortwave-south-pacific/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Weekly%20The%20Strategist&utm_content=Weekly%20The%20Strategist+CID_ff8426efd6f07fc6165f367f5b013c97&utm_source=CampaignMonitor&utm_term=Doing%20smart%20st
http://www.defence.gov.au/whitepaper/docs/2016-defence-white-paper.pdf
https://www.aspistrategist.org.au/australias-guarantee-south-pacific/
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Australia offers its strategic weight, proximity and resources to be the South Pacific’s 
“principal security partner”. 

3. Australia spent about $3 billion to restore order and rebuild the government of 
Solomon Islands over 14 years. 

4. Australia is giving $560 million in aid to Papua New Guinea. And Australia’s total aid 
to Pacific Islands this financial year is $1.14 billion. 

5. An independent media is an essential element in Australia’s overarching interest in 
South Pacific states that are free, democratic and growing. Yet, to save $2–3 million, 
the Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) in January closed down shortwave 
broadcasts to the South Pacific, killing off a service with a 75-year history. 

 
Number 5 is the clanger. The ABC Board decision to mute Radio Australia’s (RA) voice in the 
South Pacific trashes Oz interests.” 
 

China Launches First Domestic Aircraft Carrier 
 
In the USNI News Weekly Update for 04/26/2017 Sam LaGrone reported that China has 
launched its first domestically built aircraft carrier in a ceremony at a northern Chinese 
shipyard.   The 50,000-ton Type-001A carrier was launched in a flurry of ticker tape and 
confetti from its dry dock at the Dalian Shipyard.   “A bottle of champagne was broken on 
the aircraft carrier as a customary way of blessing the ship,” read a statement from the 
Chinese National Ministry of Defense.   “After that, the new aircraft carrier was slowly towed 
out of the dockyard and transferred to the wharf.” 
 
The Type-001A is based on the Kuznetsov-class Russian carrier Liaoning, the incomplete 
aircraft carrier Beijing bought in 1998, refurbished and commissioned in 2012.  According to 
imagery released by the People’s Liberation Army Navy, like Liaoning, the new carrier will 
rely on a Short Take Off But Arrested Recovery (STOBAR) system of launching aircraft with 
fighters launching from a so-called skip-ramp at the bow of the ship.  The new carrier was 
modified from the original design to include a new S-band radar system, a smaller island to 
maximize the number of aircraft aboard and changes to the ski-ramp launching system.  
Reports from the PLA say the new carrier would field an unspecified number of Shenyang J-
15 Flying Shark – an unlicensed copy of the Russian Sukhoi Su-33 fighter. 
 
The Chinese quietly began construction of the Type-001A in 2013 at the same shipyard the 
Liaoning was, with analysts guessing the nature of the construction through photos posted 
on the Chinese language internet.    In late 2015, after almost two years of speculation, 
Chinese officials confirmed the construction of the Type-001A in an unexpected press 
conference. 
“After taking into account a range of factors, the relevant authorities launched work on 
developing a second aircraft carrier, and we are now undertaking our own indigenous design 
and construction,” Col. Yang Yuju, according to a translation of a Chinese language transcript 
of the Dec. 31 press conference.   
 
“We have a long coastline and a broad maritime jurisdiction… Defending national maritime 
security, and safeguarding sovereignty over territorial seas and over maritime rights and 
interests, are sacred duties of China’s armed forces.”  China is thought to have already begun 
construction on its second domestic carrier – Type-002 — at the Jiangnan Changxingdao 
shipyard near Shanghai.    The full article by Sam LaGrone can be accessed here. 

https://www.aspistrategist.org.au/saving-solomon-islands-crocodiles-14-years-ramsi/
https://www.aspistrategist.org.au/saving-solomon-islands-crocodiles-14-years-ramsi/
http://dfat.gov.au/geo/papua-new-guinea/development-assistance/Pages/papua-new-guinea.aspx
http://dfat.gov.au/about-us/corporate/portfolio-budget-statements/Documents/2016-17-australian-aid-budget-summary.pdf
https://www.aspistrategist.org.au/silencing-australias-shortwave-voice-south-pacific/
https://www.aspistrategist.org.au/silencing-australias-shortwave-voice-south-pacific/
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2016-01/01/c_134970508.htm
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2016-01/01/c_134970508.htm
https://news.usni.org/2015/09/30/chinas-first-domestic-aircraft-carrier-almost-certainly-under-construction
https://news.usni.org/2015/09/30/chinas-first-domestic-aircraft-carrier-almost-certainly-under-construction
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/01/world/asia/china-says-it-is-building-its-second-aircraft-carrier.html?partner=rss&emc=rss&_r=1
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/01/world/asia/china-says-it-is-building-its-second-aircraft-carrier.html?partner=rss&emc=rss&_r=1
http://www.janes.com/article/62780/china-s-third-aircraft-carrier-likely-to-be-fitted-with-catapults
http://www.janes.com/article/62780/china-s-third-aircraft-carrier-likely-to-be-fitted-with-catapults
https://news.usni.org/2017/04/26/video-china-launches-first-domestic-aircraft-carrier?utm_source=USNI+News&utm_campaign=675c54fa1e-USNI_NEWS_WEEKLY&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_0dd4a1450b-675c54fa1e-230392589&mc_cid=675c54fa1e&mc_eid=f2a93546e5
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About the Institute for Defence and Security Studies NSW 
 
Founded as the United Service Institution of New South Wales in 1888, the 
Institute for Defence and Security Studies NSW today is one of seven self-
governing constituent bodies of the Royal United Services Institute of Defence 
and Security Australia Limited. 
 
The aim of the Institute is to promote informed debate on, and to improve public awareness 
and understanding of, defence and national security. To this end, the Institute:  
 
• educates the public about Australia’s defence and national security; 
• publishes a highly-respected professional journal; 
• provides a forum for the discussion of defence and security issue by conducting 

regular lectures, seminars conferences workshops and visits to defence and security 
establishments; 

• provides a professional development programs 
• operates a public library, specialising in defence and security literature dating from 

the late 18th century to the current day; and 
• conducts social and networking functions for members. 
 
The Institute’s rooms and the Ursula Davidson Library are on Level 20, Defence Plaza, 270 
Pitt Street, Sydney – close to Town Hall and Museum railway stations.  Members and visitors 
are encouraged to use the facilities for reading or research.  However, prior to visiting, 
please contact the Office Manager to arrange access to the Office.  For additional 
information, visit our website at www.rusinsw.org.au or call the Office at (02) 9393 2325. 
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